Hello Worlds
Why humanities students should learn to program
By MATTHEW KIRSCHENBAUM
most people learn to write in any com
puter language is called He.Ilo World. Its sole function is to
display those two words on the screen. But the act of writing
and then running Hello World ~an raise some intriguing ques
tions: Who, or what, exactly, is saying hello to the world? The
original author of the program? The neophyte who just transcrihed it
on a computer? The computer itself? All of these somehow together?
Whose "world" is being greeted? The world around us, or the virtual
world inside the machine? Is anyone (or anything) expected to return
the salutatiOll? Hello World, whose syntax varitlli from one computer
language to another, is a postrnodern cultural artifact, and to me such
questions are irrtlliistible.
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HE FIRST PROGRAM

Proficiency in a computer language can fulfill many of
!he same functions, like heightened critical
awareness, as knowledge of a foreign langua~.~_~~_
As a computer-savvy English professor, I'm often asked how I came
by my Imowledge. Part of the answer is about generation and privilege:
r grew up in a household that had both books and keyboards. When
personal computers hit the consumer market in the early 1980s my
parents brought home an Apple IIe. An afternoon moving back and
tOrth from my novel on the couch to a program I was tinkering with
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on the Apple's monochrome screen didn't seem odd or discordant at all.
Trampling over C.P. Snow's two-cultures divide was something r and
other kids like me did every day after school.
Once I became an nru:lergraduate English major, r took compurer
programming courses to fulfill my institution's general-education re
quirement. I learned BASIC and Pascal. But I hated the classes. Ar least
at the time, the pedagogy was purely vocational. Appareutly I was being
prepared for a life where I might own a hardware store in Schenectlldy
(say) and would need to write my own programs to manage the store's
inventory. The assignments dictated this or that functionality and con
scraint that needed to be implemented: I might have to sort the inven
tory by product name or manufacturer, or have the program generate
a warning message whenever items were low in stoCk.
On the one hand, I can see now that I was being taught fundamen
tals: variables, arrays, sorts, conditionals, operators, and the like. Ab
sent, on the other hand, was any sense of why anyone would Wllnt to
learn programming; why programming was a unique and startling way
of looking at the world; why it was, in fact, a kind of world-making,
requiring one to specify the behaviors of an object or a system from
the ground up; why and how such an activity was connected to the long
traditions of humanistic thought I encountered in the classes devoted to
my major, reading Leibnitz for example or (better) Jane Au.~en, surely
one of our ultimate system builders and world-makers. What was Iackc
ing, in other words, was any kind of historical and intellectual context
for why "bubble sorts" and "do-while loops· mattered.
Many of us in the humanities think our colleagues across the cam
pus in the computer-science department spend most of their time de-
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bugging software. This is no more true than the nonon that English
professors spend most of their time correcting people's grammax and
spelling. More significantly, many of us in the humanities miss the ex
tent to which programming is a creative and generative activity. Many
different ways exist to do even something as uninspiring as writing
software to manage a retail inventory. Programming is about choices
and constraints, and about how you choose to model some select slice
ofthe world around you in the formal environment of a cornputer. This
idea of modeling is vital, and what I think was missing from those early
undergraduate courses I took. If only someone had told me I wasn't
learning to manage a hardware store, I was learning to bniW models.
~OSE MODELS are made of words and bymbols which, by their
nature, can be intimidating. To the unini.riated, a computer
program is inscrutable, illegible. The irony, in fact, is that
,
Pascal or J3va or C++ are also illegible to the machine. These
19n9uages 9re precisely memt to be humm te9dable. In order
to he readable by a computet, they first have to be translated (Uoom_
piled''} into an even more abstract expression known as machine code.
The formalism and constraint inherent in these so-called high-level
languages are thete to ensure that they can be compiled and expressed
accurately as machine code. Donald Knuth, perhaps our most famous
living computer scientL~t, famously embraced the idea of "legible code"
out of the conviction that the most imPOrtant audience for any com
puter program is a human being (because the code will be continuously
worked over and shared by numerous different programmers over the
course ofits existence).
Many progra= talk openly of the aestheties of code. using terms
like beautiful or artful in the same way that a grandmaster might de
scribe a game of chess (another fonnal activity pax excellence). There
is even a field known as sofCW9re forensics, in which quirks and ties in
a suspect prtlgrnm's language (the source code of a virus, say) are ex
ploited to trace them to an individual human author, much like forensic
linguists exploit stylistic features to attribute anonymous texts.
The literary avant-garde has discovered compurer languages,'with
so-called code work emerging as a new poetic genre. Code work blends
functional computer code with creative composition. Perl poems are
popolar; they consist of valid source code that has both compelling lyri
cal content and is timctionaliy executable as a working program. Chef is
a playful experimental language whose syntax yields both working pro
grams and recipes for edible dishes (not as perverse as :it might sound,
since recipes resemble algorithms). Novelists have also expanded their
range to include programming languages; Ellen UI.lman, for example,
includes chunks of raw soutee code in the pages of her novel The Bug.
The effect is perhaps reminiscent of those readers who made it through
Umberto Ece's The Name if the Rase only to find that a key line of the
book is in Latin. What is surprising to many of Ullman's readers is just
haw much of the code they can make some sense of, even ifthey are not
(like Berta, her novel's protagonist) code savvy. Clearly the distinction
between what's on the screen (or page) and what lies beneath is begin
ning to disappear, as computer languages seep into the visible, legible
spaces in which we read.
BELIEVE SUCH TRENDS will eventually affect the minutiae ofaca
demic policy. The Engiish department where I teach, like most
which offer the doctorate, requires students to demonstrate profi
ciency in at least one foreigu lmguage. ShonJd a graduate student
be allowed to substitute demolllltrated proficiency in a computer
programming language instead? Such questions have recently arisen
in my department and elsewhere; in my own case, almost a decade ago,
I was granted permission to use the compurer language Perl in lieu
of profiCiency in the second of twO lmguages that my department re
quired for the Pb.D. I successfully made the case that given my interest
in the digital humanities, this was far more practical than revisiting
my high-school Spanish. Was that an equitable substitution, or was I
comparing apples and oranges?
For now these questious 5honJd be resolved on a case-by-case basis.
Knowledge of a foreign language is desirable so that a scholar does not
have to rely exclusively on existing translations and 50 that the accu
racy of others' translations can be scrutinized. Ooe also learns some
thing about the idiosyncrasies of the English lmguage ill the process.
A eomputer language will not replace the compaxativist's need to know
Spanish or French or German, or the budding medievalist's eommand
ofL.tin and Greek. But what about the student of contemporary litera
ture interested in, say, electronic poetry or the art of the novel in the
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Where Computer Science
and Cultural Studies Collide
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media is in
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even platform studies are all buzzwords
(http://criticalcodesrodies.comlword
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press). Critical-code studies have also
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studying software cultures, and the direc
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critical legal studies, in that its practition
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sian, featured several dozen seven-minute
program) to explJcate meaning in excess
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and "Software Values."
com/thread/electropoeticslcodology).
Most users have no more knowledge of
Rita Raley's book on new'medis and
what their computer or code is actually
code, to be published later this year by tbe
doing than most automobile owners have of
their cadmremr or catalytic con
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ing emphasis on the materiality
e~cape
of new media-that is, the social,
cultural, and economic factors
University of Minnesota Press, promises
driving technical innovation, essentially
to further extend these inquiries.
the inverse of an old-school technological
Garnes studies is the most venerable of
determinism that posited technology as
these various offiiliootS ofnew-media Studies,
the governing force in human activity-no
and also the one whose relationship to the
hardware component is too erotic, no acro
larger Illicipline is most fraught. Almost any
nym too esoteric to escape critical notice.
one familiar with academic discussion about
Put another way, software studies and its
kin are the collision of computet science
computer games has probably encounrered
and cultural studies.
vestiges of a ance-vociferons game-playing
That collision happens on a daily hasis at
versus storytelling debate, which largcly
one of the busiest crossroads in academic
defined the field for several years following
new media, a group blog called Grand Text
the 2001 launch of its foundational jour
Auto (http://grandtextauto.org). Its authors,
nal, Game Sttliiies, edited by &pen Aaxseth
Mary Flanagan, Michael Mareas, Nick
(http://gamestudies.org). Today game stud
Montfort, Scott Rettberg, Andrew Stern,
ies has been invigorated by a mM: ofwriting,
and Noah Wardrip-Fruin, are ali hands-on
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edited by Nick Montfort and Ian Bogost
Meanwhile, Stephen Ramsay's work on
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(http://platformstudies.com). According to
Montfort and Bogost, "Platform Studies
the role of procedure in literary criticism
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and applied digital humanities, represents
still another important area of activity and
hardware and software design ofcomputing
systems and the creative works produced on
serves to complement the kind of projects
described above. Ramsay's book is forth
those systems." They have written the in
coming from the University of Illinois
augural volume, a study of the Atari 2600
Video Computer System, to be published
Press, which has begun a series in digital
this year. My awn Mwtmism.r. Ne11J Medin
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and Ray Siemens.
•
2008) is lilcewise in this vein.
-M.K.
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information age? Or the student intel"
eS'b!d in computer-assisted teXt analy
sis, who may need to create specialized
programs that don't yet exist? For these
students, I believe proficiency in a com
puter language can fulfill many of the
same furu::tio.ns-accessibility, self-reli
ance, heightened critical awareness-as
knowledge of a traditional foreign lan.
guage.
HEN r TEACH COURSES

W

on new media and e1ec
tronic literature, I'm not
interested in turning my
students into professional

code monkeys. They can go elsewhere

for that if that's what they want. Instead,
I like to stan by making snowballs with
them. More precisely, we use comput
ers to make models of snowballs, in
an object-oriented programming en
vironment called a MOO. What are a
snowball's salient characteristics? What
do you do with one? Well, you ross the
snowball at someone else. But wait, be
fore you do that, you first have to shape
it, fonn it, pack the snow. Onee you do
toss it, do you still have it? No. So the
program has to be able to di.'tinguish
betw=n possession and nonposses
sion ofthe snowball And maybe, if you
hang onto it too long, it starts to melt.
The exercise of thinking through what
it takes to model a snowball in a believ
able fashion goes a long way toward
capturing the appeal of what I mean by
programming as world-making.
Grammarians may have noticed a fa
miliar structure implicit in the snowbaU
scenario I just skett:hed: We have • sub
ject ("yon," the I=ker of the snowball),
an action (tossing i1;), and an object of
the action (the snowball's target). From
simple sentence struetures made up of
subjects, verbs, and objects we brn sto
ries. From Staties, "''I: make plots. Writ
ers have long spoken of fiction as a kind
of world-making; the novelist Ken Fol
lett says on his Web site, "The basic chal
lenge for the writer can be very simply
explained-it is to create an imagiruuy
world and then dl1lW the reader into that
imaginaryworld."Tbe poet W.H.Auden
famously refurred to literature as "see
ondary worlds." Only now these worlds
are being literalired-for example in
Second Life, which boasts several million
registered users, a functioning economy,
and vast areas ofvirtual content. Second
Life's residents are its true world-mak
ers-everything one finds there, from
vast virtual strip malls to neo-Victorian
neighborhoods to fantastic and phantas
magoric costume balls, is user-outed
and user-contributed.
It used to be that we in Engliqh de
partments were fond ofsaying there was
nothing outside of the text. Increllsingly,
though, texts take the form of worlds as
much as word.,. Worlds are emerging
as the consummate genre of the new
century, whether it's the vinual worlds

of Second Life or World of Warcraft
or the more specialized venues seen in
high-end simulation and visualization
environments. Virtual worlds will be
to the new century what cinema was to
the last one and the novel to the century
before that.
Importantly, "world" here means
something very much like model, a se
lective and premeditated representation
of reality, where some elements of the
real are emphasized and exaggerated,
others are distoned and caricatured,
still others are absent altogether. Virtual
worlds ate interactive, tnrulipulable, ex
tensible; they are not neoessari.ly games,
though they may support and contain
games alongside other aystems. Virtual
worlds are sites of exploration, simula
tion, play. We will want many virtual
worlds, not few, because reality can be
sliced and sampled in an infinite variety
of ways.
AJI programming entails world-mak
ing, as the ritual act of writing and run
ning Hello World reminds us. Vinual
worlds simply lend literal and graphi
cal furm to this ideal. It's no accident
that what was arguably the very first
virtual world, Will Crowther's Colos

a virtual walk to. a neighborhood where
you could find healthier virtual fare.
Is the real world really that simple? Of
course not. Models draw their strength
from selective representation. Ulti
mately what's at stake is not the lcind
of vocational computer literacy I was
tanght as an undergraduate, but what
a growing number of practitioners in
the digital humanities (and related dis
ciplines, like digital art or game studies)
have begun to call procedural rhetoric,
or procedural literacy. In addition to
Bogost, I'm thinking of recent work by
Alex Galloway, Michael Mateas, Nick
Montfort, !\ita Raley, Stephen Ramsay,
Noah Wardrip-Fruin, and Maclrenzie
Wark, all people who have at 1e1st one
foot solidly planted in the hll1llllllities
and who now write about these ideas at
very high levels.
Procedura!literacy, which stares with
exercises like making a SllOWbaU, will
be essential if humanities students are
to undetstand virtual worlds as rhetori
cal and ideological spaces, just as film
and the novel are likewise onderstood
as forms of representation and .rheto
ric. One of the many legacies of the
late Carnegie Mellon co91puter scien

~omputers

should Il~t be black boxes but
!illderstood as engines for creatin~erful
and persul:isive models of the world arOlmd us.
sal Cave Adventure, a text-only game
programmed in 1975 depicting the us
er's exploration ofa cave (it launched a
whole genre of commercial successors),
was embraced by programmers who
saw umaveling the game's puzzles and
tricky underground passages as a par
able of their art.
Like computer programs in general,
virtual worlds are empirical. but they
are not objective. They embody their
authors' biases, blind spots, ideologies,
prejudices, and opinions. That is not a
liability but their great asset, allowing
them to serve as platfurms for propa
gating some particular view of real
ity-what the game theorist and game
designer Ian Bogust calls a "persuasive
game," an aample of which is his re
cent FatWorld, an unusual game about
diet, exercise, and economics.
Playing Fatworld one quickly discov
ers that if you don't have enough vir
tual money, you must live in a virtual
neighborhood whose amenities (or lack
thereot) will have a tangible impact on
your virtual waistline. Lacking a virtual
alr in this virtual world, you find that
your dining options are limited mostly
to faSt fOod; you could walk to the vir
tual supermarket, hut the nearest one t~
some ways away and it takes a lot ofvir
tual time to get there. So you consume
"irtual junk food instead, whicll makes
you virtually fut, which slows you down,
which makes you even less likely to take

tist &Indy Pausch is a softl!.'aCe learn
ing environment called Alice, which
teaches programming to nonspecialists
precisely through the building of vir
tual worlds.
OMPUTERS should not be black

C

boxes but rather understood as
engines for creating powerful
and persuasive models of the
world around us.' The world
around us (and inside us) is something
we in the humanities have been inter
ested in for a very long time. I believe
that, increasingly. an appreciation of
how complex ideas can be imagined
and expressed as a set of formal proce
dures-rules, models, algorithms-in
the virtual space of a computer will be
an essential element of a hll1llllllities
education. Our students will need to
become more at ease reading (and writ
ing) back and forth across the boundar
ies between natural and artificial lan
guages. Such an education is essential
if we are to cultivate critically informed
citizens-not just because computers
offer new worlds 00 explore, but because
they offer endless vistas in which to see
•
our own world reflected.
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